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Executive summary -

Description of project - 
I am going to research, plan, design, implement a three dimensional 
visualisation tour of an Isambard halls of residence. This experience 
will offer the student a preview of where they will be moving into and 
living while spending their time at Brunel University. This will offer the 
student a look inside a flat, including their room, other rooms and the 
kitchen.

Main aims and objectives -
To produce a high quality three dimensional representation of one of 
the Brunel University halls, more specifically Isambard Complex flats. 
This will be to help students become more comfortable before they 
move in.

Produce an artefact that I can approach Brunel University with, and 
hopefully see if they could implement it into their marketing material.

Research articles and previous examples of work already done in the 
real world. Also plans and blueprints of the Isambard halls to create a 
perfect to scale version of them in the product that can compete with 
others already in the market.

Marketing team, she seemed very keen to get involved with me for this 
project.

Target market -
The target market considered is a potentially lucrative and wide one, as 
people from an age as early as 16 and even as late as mid 30`s will be 
looking to go to university. This product could positively influence the 
choice to come to Brunel over a different university. Also the market will 
be worldwide as Brunel has a very high intake of not only national but 
international students.

Real world use -
I can approach Brunel University, as I would do in the real world 
through a simple virtual tool, integrated into any web based or data 
based system. Also it will be highly competitive as nothing like this has 
been produced for the university before.

Summary -
Overall my project is a very interesting entity, it is new, innovative and 
will pro actively help people when the product is completed in its full 
entirety. After having a conversation with a employee from the Brunel

Executive Summary
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Research
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Brainstorming - 

Basically before setting out on my major 
project I had to think of ideas and problems 
that I could solve. It was hard at the start to 
come with an idea so I thought it best to do a 
brainstorming session. This session involved 
writing anything that interested me or anything 
that I think could solve. From this session 
my 3D idea came out and over the research 
section I will find ways to solve the problem 
I will come up with in the next part of the 
research.

iPod
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Get used to layout
before you move in

Research

Introduction - 

Welcome to my project, my name is Oliver Taylor and I am a final 
year student on the Multimedia Technology & Design course at Brunel 
University.
Through my time at Brunel I have learnt a huge amount of skills, 
personal and technical. Hopefully these can be showcased in my 
project as all my educational life has been leading up to this major 
project. I see it as a culmination of the time and effort I have spent 
throughout my life in the educational system.

On the previous page there is a brainstorming session that I did before 
I could come up with a good idea. There is everything on from my 
interests to vague concepts for ideas. This shows how I will come up 
with different concepts and ideas.

My project is going to be very heavily 3D driven. Through my research 
and development stages of the project I will be showing how I came to 
the decisions I made, and why I made them with evidence to back them 
up.

Below is the extended title of my project:- 
3D Tour : Three dimensional visualisation of a Brunel University halls of 
residence, letting students preview the flats before they arrive.

Although my title is fairly specific through my research I will have other 
concepts to display, which may end up changing my project entirely. 
This could mean this title could be completely different when displayed 
at the end of the project.

I will now go through the initial problem I have found and set out and a 
brief solution and description of my project.

Problem -

Being a new student at university is hard enough, without the worry 
of what their accommodation is going to be like. Away from home for 
the first time and a need for independence. So therefore the problem 
they have is getting to know their flat before they move in, so when 
they arrive they will take less time to get comfortable in their new 
surroundings. Also will their current possessions fit in these new 
residences and what furnishings will they get in their rooms.

Solution & Brief Description of Project -

I am going to research, plan, design, implement and test a three 
dimensional visualisation/interactive tour. This experience will offer the 
student a preview of where they will be moving into and living while 
spending their time at Brunel University. This will offer the student a 
look inside a flat, including their room, other rooms and the kitchen. 
Facilities can be shown for example what fridge space the student will 
have, or the dimensions of their room to see if the possessions they 
already own will fit in their new residences. 

Page 5 
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Aims -

To produce a high quality three dimensional representation of one of 
the Brunel University halls, more specifically Isambard Complex flats. 

Another aim is to successfully convey the halls as a physical object 
that will help the prospective students grow accustomed to their space 
before they move in.

The next aim is at the end have an artefact that I can approach Brunel 
University with. And hopefully see if they could implement something 
like I have created into their web site to help real students feel more 
comfortable moving in.

Utilise my skills in 3D and the programs (3DS Max) available to me to 
produce a high quality end product.

Objectives -

Keep to a time scale set out at the start of the project so my work is 
produced efficiently.

Research articles and previous examples of work already done by 
other companies/people to see how to best implement my ideas into 
something solid and physical.
 
Research ways in which new students coming to the university 
feel when they first move in, and what would help them if they had 
something before hand.

Research plans and blueprints of the Isambard halls to gather 
information to make a perfect scale version of them in the artefact.

Come up with different ideas and concepts to make my final artefact 
as varied as possible. E.g. taking bits from each idea/concept and 
implementing it in to the final version.

Research the textures and measurements I will need to make an 
almost life like version of the Isambard halls.

Research whether my ideas and concepts can actually work in the real 
world i.e. is it possible to make such an artefact.

Improve my skills as the work progresses to make myself more 
employable after I graduate from university.

Project Time Scale -

Although somewhat rough I will try and keep to the time scale below 
over the next 7-8 months

Research – October 08 – Late November 08
Design – Late November – February 09
Implementation – February 09
Revision/Evaluation – March 09

Interim Presentation – 16 & 17/12/08
Final Submission of Project – 02/04/09 
Final Project Presentation – 21 & 22/05/09

Research
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Questionnaires - 

Question 1 -
Before moving into your Isambard flat did you have an idea of what 
your room was going to be like?

          Yes          No

Question 2 -
Is this your first time in university halls?

          Yes          No

Question 3 -
Did you know anyone else that was moving into the same flat as you?

            0           1-2          3-4          5+                (Persons)

Question 4 - 
Did you know what the situation with fridge space was going to be?

          Yes          No

Question 5 - 
Were you aware of the storage you were going to have in your room, 
wardrobe/drawers etc before moving in?

          Yes          No

Question 6 -
Did you know what connections you would have in your room?

       TV aerial          Internet port          Power plugs          Shaver plug

Question 7 -
Do you think it would of helped if you had a 3D visualisation of your flat/
room/kitchen before you moved in?

          Yes          No

Questionnaire Analysis - 

This is the questionnaire I handed out to 12 of the people I know in the 
Isambard complex flats. This was to test and find out how much they 
knew about their flats and rooms before they moved in.

Also ultimately to find out if my idea is actually viable and a use to new 
students coming to the university.

The results will be displayed in graphs on the next page and I will sum 
up the results before going over them briefly again in the evaluation of 
research at the end of this section. 

Research
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Questionnaire Analysis - Continued

Question 1 -
Before moving into your Isambard flat did you have an idea of what 
your room was going to be like?
-  Out of the 12 questioned 8 of the people did not know what their  
   room was going to be like, this shows a clear problem and a clear  
   use for my proposed artefact. 

Question 2 -
Is this your first time in university halls?
- Out of the 12 questioned 10 people had been in university halls  
  before so knew a little about what to expect. But because the 
  Isambard complex is a new residence no was sure certain what they 
  would be living with.

Question 3 -
Did you know anyone else that was moving into the same flat as you?
- 11 of the 12 people questioned were either in the 1-2, or the 3-4 
  region, meaning that the vast majority had organised it so they were 
  living with people they knew.

Question 4 - 
Did you know what the situation with fridge space was going to be?
- 12 out of 12 people did not know what fridge space they were  
  allocated so this is a section in my artefact that I should place huge 
  importance on.

Question 5 - 
Were you aware of the storage you were going to have in your room, 
wardrobe/drawers etc before moving in?
- Again 10 out of 12 people, a vast majority said they didn’t know the 
  situation with storage in their rooms before they moved in meaning 
  like the fridge situation I am going to show 

Question 6 -
Did you know what connections you would have in your room?
- Of the 12 asked, 9 knew they would have a TV aerial connection in  
  their room. Of the 12 asked all 12 knew there would be an internet 
  connection in their room. Of the 12 asked all 12 again knew that there 
  would be power plugs in their rooms. Surprisingly only 1 of the 12 
  asked knew there would be a shaver plug in their room. Overall 
  people had a good idea of what connections they would have in their 
  room but my artefact would just confirm to them before they moved in.

Question 7 -
Do you think it would of helped if you had a 3D visualisation of your flat/
room/kitchen before you moved in?
- Of the 12 asked all but 1 thought that a 3D visualisation of the flat 
would help them acclimatise to their flat and room prior to moving in. 
This confirms to me that there is a need for my idea and that it would 
not be a waste of my time building this artefact for people to use 
afterwards.

Research

               this accurately in my artefact.
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Research

Blue Prints Research - Part 1

In order to get a realistic and to scale model, I decided to contact the 
Isambard residences office. The purpose of this was to acquire the 
blueprints for each of the required pieces I needed to model.

I contacted a number of people but Martyn King and Mark East (both 
residences managers) in the offices found and gave me the required 
files. These files I will now show over the next few pages and analyse 
and show how I can utilise them for the biggest in my project.

Each of the files have the correct measurements for me to use and 
specifically and accurately model each piece of my artefact.

To the right is the first of the technical blueprints I received, it is of 
a pod/toilet/shower room in each of the Isambard rooms. Included 
measurements are overall length and width of the various appliances. 

The measurements are in millimetres so this will be easy to implement 
in 3DS Max and produce a deftly accurate piece. Hopefully my version 
of the bathroom will look and be comparable to the ones in the `current 
incarnations of idea` section of my research.

(21) Source - Mark East, Martyn King - 
Isambard Complex Residences Managers Page 9 
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This is the second blueprint I received from Mark  
and Martyn, and is of the standard Isambard flat  
10 person kitchen. 

Again all the measurements are in millimetres so very 
easy to implement in 3DS Max.

This drawing has all the required parts I need to 
model this room very accurately.

Of greatest importance are the measurements for 
the fridge and cooker space. As found out from the 
questionnaire results earlier in my research shows 
that students moving into the flats had little to no idea 
how much fridge or cooker space was allocated to 
each person. 

Another important aspect of the kitchen is the size of 
it, itself because students will want to know how big 
it is. The purpose of this is so if the students want to 
hold a party or something similar they can calculate 
how many people could fit into the kitchen, 

Blue Prints Research - Part 2

Research

(21) Source - Mark East, Martyn King - 
Isambard Complex Residences Managers Page 10 
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Research

Blue Prints Research - Part 3

These two pictures are the third and fourth blueprints I received from Mr East and 
Mr King. These are pictures and measurements of a standard Isambard room (left) 
and a whole Isambard residence floor (top) including 2 flats, 2 kitchens and the main 
corridors.

The room to the left is the one I am think I will use the most as this has the positioning 
of all the furniture in the room. Although the measurements are in metres these can 
easily be converted to millimetres for the conversion into 3DS Max.

Although the room blueprints will be highly important the floor plan (top) will be 
incredibly useful as well because it has the more technical data on it. This includes the 
overall size of the flat and each room/kitchen in it.

(21) Source - Mark East, Martyn King - 
Isambard Complex Residences Managers Page 11 
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Current Incarnations of Idea - Part 1

After searching on the internet for current 
incarnations of my idea I found this video of a 
3D tour of a interior on metacafe.com. The still 
images shown are what I am aiming for, a room 
with a connected bathroom. The only piece of 
criteria this example is missing is a kitchen, this 
will be in my next example.

At first glance these still images look like 
photographs, and you have to look very closely 
and study them for a bit of time. This is what I am 
aiming for in my piece. Although the aesthetic 
part of my project is greatly important, I feel that 
my artefact should have the right content i.e. 
before looks, (function before form).

Another unfortunate part of this piece is that it is 
only a video and the viewer has no control over 
where they would like to go. If possible in my 
piece I want to give the viewer the freedom of 
looking around where they want to.

Although there is some minuses about this 
piece the positives far outweigh them, and is 
an exceptional piece of aesthetically pleasing 
3D interior engineering. The look and feel of the 
piece is what I hope to achieve in my artefact.

Research

(9) http://www.metacafe.com/watch/922937/3d_
virtual_tour_3d_magical_designs/

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Research

Current Incarnations of Idea - Part 2

This is the second example I found on icreate3d.com, who specialise 
in modelling and walkthroughs of 3D interior environments. It has the 
missing piece from the first example, a kitchen. 

Again the modelling and texturing is second to none, and you have to 
take a second look to check if it is a photo or a CGI. The two examples 
shown so far have exceptional lighting, from the natural light coming in 
through the windows to the normal interior lighting. This I think will be 
one of the most important parts of my artefact because if the lighting is 
bad then the scenes will look unrealistic. 

Another impressive part about this piece is the reflections, mainly seen 
in picture 1 and 3, which add an unrivalled realism to the scene and I 
will place high importance on this in my final artefact.

(10) http://icreate3d.com/projects-
02~FLOORPLANS-129~The_Residences.html

1. 2.

3.

Page 13
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This is an example of a company, that offer high quality 
models for interior designers looking to furnish 3D 
environments. These are the kind of models I hope to 
achieve  in my final artefact.

The variety of furnishings that this company offer is 
massive, everything from tables and chairs to fridge 
units. The pictures below are two examples of their work 
that I hope to model just as good in my artefact. The 
chair is one similar to the one you get as standard in 
your Isambard room, and the fridge is similar to the ones 
you get in the standard Isambard 10 person kitchen.

Research

Current Incarnations of Idea - Part 3

(11) Source - http://www.interimodel.com/

(12) Chair Source - http://www.interimodel.
com/index.php?op=view_product&id=11167

(13) Fridge Source - http://www.interimodel.
com/index.php?op=view_product&id=5035

Page 14 
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Research

Technological Research - 

What programs I hope to use -

In order to complete my artefact, I am going to have to use a number 
of different programs. These will include some I have mentioned in 
previous sections of my research.

Below is a list of the programs I will be hoping to use :-

  1. Adobe Flash - 2 dimensional animation program
  2. 3DS Max 2009 - Industry standard 3D modelling program  
  3. Adobe Premiere Pro - Industry standard video editing program
  4. Adobe After Effects - Industry standard post production program

Others will be used but at this present time I do not know specifically 
know which, and also how much they will be used in the making of my 
artefact.

I will now briefly go through each of the programs listed above so I 
can show a better understanding for what each does, its positives and 
negatives. Their limitations and also my limitations in terms of skills 
currently known and the ones I will progressively learn.

Adobe Flash Research -

Overview -

Adobe Flash is a 2 dimensional animation program, which can be used 
also to build games and web sites. As stated before its main purpose is 
to create and animate key frames, which when played back gives the 
impression of moving images. 

Examples of work -

See `past experience and uses` section at the end of the technological 
research section.
                                                                            
Good points -
 - Amazing flexibility, can be used to make animation, games, web sites  
   and many more things including web applications
 - Fairly simple to learn and get a hang of the basics
 - If you come from an artistic background this program was made for 
   you and should be very easy to utilise fully.
Bad points -
 - Actionscript that Flash uses is very complex and hard to learn
 - Can not as of yet be used on all types of media player for example 
   can not be used on the new Apple iPhone. One of the most popular 
   media players around.

Why I am using this tool? -
I am using this tool because I have previous experience using it and I 
think in some sections of my final artefact I would like to use some sort 
of animation.

Page 15
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Example of work -

This is an example of a 
piece of work done in
3DS Max. The reason
it looks so real is 
because the person
rendering it used a 
plugin called VRay. This
plugin is considered one
of the best on offer by
media professionals. The
lighting on this piece is
exceptional and I hope to 
come somewhere close
to this in my final piece.

(15) Source - http://www.highend3d.com/gallery/architecture/interiors/714.
html

Good points -
 - 1000s of ways of doing things, each having their own merits
 - Exceptional lighting, modelling and animation possibilities
 - Program is flexible to allow external companies to build plug-ins.
Bad points -
 - Can be very complex to learn
 - Highly visual, not for the number crunchers of this world.

Why I am using this tool? -
The reason I am using this tool is because, firstly it is available to me. 
Secondly it is being taught to me at university, and thirdly just by looking at 
the picture above you can see what kind of amazing results are capable.

3D Max 2009 Research - 

Overview -

“3ds Max is the second most widely-used off the shelf 3D animation 
program by content creation professionals according to the Roncarelli 
report. It has strong modelling capabilities, a flexible plugin architecture 
and a long heritage on the Microsoft Windows platform. It is mostly 
used by video game developers, TV commercial studios and 
architectural visualization studios. It is also used for movie effects and 
movie pre-visualization.”

(14) Source - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3ds_Max#Overview

Above is the description of 3DS Max from the reference web site 
Wikipedia. This shows that the program is a well credited tool used by 
industry professionals in many fields of media. Also that it has a flexible 
system that allows external companies to create plug-ins to increase 
the quality of the final output renderings even more. 

That is the web opinion on the program, my description of it is less 
technical but still correct.

My description - 3DS Max is a 3 dimensional modelling and animation 
program, for use by media professionals all over the world in all types 
of media`s. It can be used to render a whole scene, for instance a 
game, objects for compositing with live video and also effects in media 
types such as films. 3DS Max also has a very powerful animation 
engine, which can be used to animate anything from a moving car, to a 
running person. It has many tools and options that even include such 
things as kinematics, which can be used to control multiple objects in a 
very complicated scene.

Research

Page 16
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Adobe Premiere Pro Research -

Overview -

Adobe Premiere Pro is a professional standard video editing program. 
The program takes raw footage shot on a video camera and helps the 
user edit and author compressed and un-compressed videos.

Examples of work -

This is an example of the
Adobe Premiere Pro 

workspace , as you can
see in the top right corner

that is where the video
that is being edited is 

displayed. The standard
of work that can be 

achieved is of the highest
quality. There will be 

more examples of work
in the `past experience 

and uses` section at the end of the technological research section .

(16) Source - http://www.studiodaily.com/main/minisites/
adobepremiere/f/mtutorials/5068.html

Good points -
 - Highest quality tools for video production
 - Lots of options for producing different video formats for output files
 - High flexibility in terms of hardware, any camera is compatible.

Research

Bad points -
 - Again like the other programs previously described, it is complex to 
   learn and produce high quality output files
- Output files can be very large and take up a lot of hard drive space,   
  also when rendering, which can take a long time it can leave the users 
  computer barely usable.

Why I am using this tool? -

I am using this tool because I will need to shoot video, that I can take 
into Flash, to then convert into animation. 

Adobe After Effects Research -

Overview -

Adobe After Effects is a program that can be used in conjunction with 
both 3DS Max and Premiere Pro, it is post production. This means 
anything that is made in those two programs can imported into After 
Effects, and as the name describes you can add special effects. For 
example explosions or light glows from that said explosion.

Why I am using this tool? -

Self explanatory, this tool works so well with the others I am using, it 
would be stupid to not utilise the tools it has to offer. 

Page 17 
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Above - These are two pieces I have previously made
in 3DS Max. The one on the left is a scene I made of a 
lighthouse, rendered with the MentalRay plugin. The reason 
for the mentalray rendering is because this makes the most 
realistic sun and sky environments for scenes. The 2nd 
rendering is a scene I made of the solar system, in this the 
planets rotated around the sun in the middle. The moons 
rotated around their chosen planets also in the scene.

Past Experience and Uses (with evidence) -

                                                                     Left - This is a piece I did in Adobe Flash, it is an
                                                                     interactive game, where you can place the clothes
                                                                     on the right onto the male figure to the left. This was
                                                                     an interactive toy I made in my second year of 
                                                                     university and I think it shows the flexibility and 
                                                                     possibilities of what can
                                                                     be made in Adobe Flash.

Research

Below - These are two stills I have taken from a video I produced 
in Adobe Premiere Pro while on my placement at Waterwell. They 
were of a garden sculpture shown at the Chelsea Flower show, 
and Premiere Pro allowed me to render these videos in hundreds 
of different formats for use in all types of media.

These images show the possibilities of the programs displayed and 
that I have most skills to implement their tools well to produce a very 
high quality final artefact.

Page 18
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Practical Issues & Developing Skills - 

Can my idea be implemented -

Yes from the research done already, on previous pieces of work 
done by other companies and the research I have done on software 
packages my idea is highly plausible. Also with the skills I will talk about 
in this section I believe my idea can be implemented into a fully grown 
high quality final artefact. The final artefact hopefully will be of such 
high quality, I feel I could approach Brunel University and implement 
my or a similar product into their system, as from my research there 
seems to be a great need for something like this. The implementation 
of the product would be easy as Brunel University already have all 
the systems and infrastructure in place already to almost seamlessly 
integrate the product.

How I am developing my skills -

This is happening in many ways, through practice and various 
workshops run on my course. I am daily/weekly running through 
tutorials on the internet on the basics of 3DS Max animation and 
various relevant tasks that I think I will need when building my artefact. 
I will show some of the results of these tutorials in the development 
and design section of my project. As well as this I have been doing 
3D workshops on my course, which involve various skills in 3DS Max. 
Examples of these will follow in the next section, but can also be seen 
on the previous page (lighthouse, solar system). These workshops are 
run twice a week and I feel at the moment while doing my research 
that this is enough practice along with the tutorials done to bring my 3D 
skills up to scratch. Obviously when starting to build my artefact I feel I 
should take this practice up a notch and do at least 2-3 tutorials a week 
and at least the 2 workshop sessions as a bare minimum.

Although I am using other programs like Flash and Adobe Premiere 
Pro. I do not feel these are going to play as big of a part as 3DS Max 
so therefore less time will be spent practicing these.
 Also I have a pretty good skills base in both these programs already 
as I have used Flash for at least 3 years. Premiere Pro, was the 
predominate program I used on my placement so I have at least 8 
months of practice with that. Obviously you never stop learning so I will 
keep up to date with my skills for the described programs and hope to 
see those skills improve over my project as well.

3DS Max practice (with evidence) -

Some brief examples of work I have 
done in practice and in the workshops.

Flash and Premiere Pro practice - 
This as described before is on going but not as important as the 
practice I need to complete with 3DS Max.

Research
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       Wood Texture -             Wood Texture - Desk            Carpet Texture    
          Wardrobe

        Door Texture                     Curtain Texture              Tile Texture - Toilet

 Tile Texture - Shower           Notice board Texture

Textures and Measurements Needed -

Textures - 

Here are some examples of the textures I will need to create in order to 
produce a high quality artefact -

Research

           Tile Texture -                Work top Texture -                 Floor Texture -    
              Kitchen                             Kitchen                              Kitchen

These are just rough textures that were taken relatively quickly for the 
purpose of my research. Greater time and care will be taken for the final 
textures, as this will be a big factor in how realistic my artefact will look.

Measurements needed -

The measurements I require are in the blueprint research section but I 
will describe them briefly here. The blueprints I have received from the 
Isambard complex offices are many in number, but I only need the specific 
dimensions for my room, including toilet. The corridor in the flat and also 
the kitchen, this will involve sizes of various furniture pieces through to 
shower rails in the en suite toilet.

List of required dimensions - 
- Room
      - Including toilet/shower room
- Corridor
- Kitchen
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Evaluation of Research -

What research I have done - 

I have researched many different areas of the field, I will be going 
deeper in to, this has included some of the following :-

- Questionnaires
- Research on previous real world versions of my idea
- Issues with developing my own skills
- Blueprint research of Isambard Complex 

Why I did this research? -

This research was done so I had a strong base of knowledge about 
the subject I am covering in my project. These are things like building 
my knowledge of the various programs I will use, like 3DS Max and the 
various techniques professionals use in the real world. 

What have I learnt from my research? -

I have learnt many things from my research, but the most important 
was, there was a need for my product and that there is similar products 
in the real world but not for the specific situation I am aiming for. This 
meant if I needed support or help when I came across a problem, 
there are people and groups out there that I could turn to obtain advice 
from. This is important to me as if it was going to be something no one 
had done before then it would of just been my ingenuity or lack of it to 
get me through the problems. I will stumble upon others things I have 
learnt throughout the project that are not apparent now but will be 
documented later.

Which piece of research was most useful? -

I think there were two pieces of research, that were most useful. The 
first was the blueprints I received from the Isambard residences office, 
which I analysed. These have given me the specific measurements for 
each and every room, kitchen, bathroom in the building. This will help 
me no end when modelling in 3DS Max to produce an accurate to scale 
model of my Isambard flat.

The second piece of research which I have found most useful is the 
data I gained from the questionnaires I handed out. This is because I 
got the opinions and views from people on how they perceived their 
rooms before they moved in. The knowledge that they had was not very 
in depth and showed me that there was a need for my artefact. Also 11 
out of the 12 people I surveyed welcomed the idea of a 3D visualisation  
of their flat before they moved in. This luckily meant my idea/project did 
not stumble at the first hurdle and have to be completely changed.

How has the research I have done changed my project? -

I think the research I have done has changed the direction of 
my project not majorly, but in small ways. For instance in the 
questionnaires I handed out, I thought everyone who had been in 
halls before would know what the storage situation would be like. But 
from the results it showed even these people had no idea of what 
wardrobes, drawers etc they would have access to in their rooms. This 
has changed my project slightly because I now know that this has to be 
an integral part of my artefact. Other little things will become apparent 
throughout the project, and these will be documented in the later 
sections of this document as I see this as a progression and not a full 
stop here.
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Aims of Section -

This section of my project will showcase the development and design 
phases. This will include my concepts, with storyboards showing the 
scenes I hope to achieve. Also other than that I will be including various 
prototypes of pieces that I will be hoping to polish up and include in my 
final artefact. I also hope to include some of the 3DS Max tutorial work I 
have and will be doing over the progression of the project.

Another section I will be showcasing is the development of a character 
or characters for my artefact. Although I will do this work I am still 
unsure whether to use a character in my final artefact at all. The work 
I do in this section should give me this answer, although it can be left 
undecided even up until the actual making of the artefact.

Another aspect I could and will touch on in this section is some of 
the work I will be doing in my 3D graphics and animation module 
assignment. This assignment can be directly related in certain pieces 
to aspects of this project so I may bring something from there into my 
artefact. The task in the assignment is that I have to create a still image 
or short animation of an environment, I will use this like a practice 
ground for developing my skills and comfortability with the various 
programs.

I will add different areas to this section as I progress and as they come 
up throughout the work I do. I feel that when this section is complete 
I will have a very solid view of what my final artefact will look and feel 
like.

Brunel 
UNIVERSITY
WEST LONDON
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Concept 1 - Brunel University Campus 3D visualisation

The idea behind this first concept 
is that I could create a 3D model of
the Brunel University main grounds.
This would include the most 
important things a new or
prospective student would need
to get a feel of the place. The
facilities I could highlight are
such things like the lecture
centre, library and the main
bar/student centre building.
(Shown in photos)

As shown in the hand drawn 
picture to the right I could 
implement it in such a way, so the
viewer could move around the 
3D model like other programs
including Google Earth.

It would be interactive and only show
the most important parts of the 
university campus.
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Concept 2 - Isambard Room & Kitchen 3D Visualisation

The idea behind this second concept, is to make a perfect, 
to scale model of one of the flats in an Isambard block. More 
specifically the one in the picture to the bottom right, this is 
George Shipp hall from the outside. The idea is to model 
the inside in a 3D modelling program, i.e 3DS Max,  which I 
have already done research on in the earlier sections of my 
project. The model will be done to give a first person view of 
the inside of the various room and facilities available in the 
flat. These are shown in the other photos, kitchen, bedroom 
and bathroom.  The idea would be implemented in a way so 
that the viewer could control where they walked and moved 
in the rooms.

  This idea as you can see from my research is the strongest  
   idea I have. I will use this concept and move forward with 
   it and implement it to the best of my ability.

Brunel 
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Storyboards -

 

These are the preliminary sketches I have completed 
and hope to photograph each of these scenes for help 
and picture reference in my modelling.

The top left sketch is of the corridor in my Isambard, 
George Shipp hall flat. My plan is to model this so the 
user can walk from the room to the kitchen or vice 
versa.

The top right sketch is one of the room I hope to model, 
it has all the usual furnishings. This includes bed, desk, 
shelves and wardrobe.

The bottom left sketch is of the toilet/bathroom in the 
Isambard flat room. Usual furnishings apply as well, 
toilet, shower and sink. I wish I could let the user 
experience using the toilet and shower, but I think that 
would be to in depth and lead away from the serious 
artefact I am trying to create.

The bottom right sketch is part of the kitchen in the flat, 
this I think will be the hardest to model, as there are 
a lot of details and also a bigger space. Furnishings 
include sinks, cookers and cupboards.
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Storyboards - (Photographic Reference Comparisons)

Left - Photograph taken after initial sketch. 
Photos will be used as reference for when 
modelling in 3DS Max.

Brunel 
UNIVERSITY
WEST LONDON

Right - Photograph taken after initial sketch. 
Photos will be used as reference for when 
modelling in 3DS Max.
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Storyboards - (Photographic Reference Comparisons)

Left - Photograph taken after initial sketch. 
Photos will be used as reference for when 
modelling in 3DS Max.

Right - Photograph taken after initial sketch. 
Photos will be used as reference for when 
modelling in 3DS Max.
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Character Development -

This is a preliminary drawing of the character I am thinking 
about using in my final artefact. Above right is where I took 
the inspiration from, it is the card that is used to access the 
Isambard flats, room and kitchen. I have tried to incorporate 
the SALTO writing into my character, as can be seen to the 
left. The S makes up the eyes. The mouth is made up of 
the A and the L, T and O make the rest of the various facial 
parts. I am still undecided whether to carry the character 
on into the final artefact, but this will be decided before the 
making starts.

Brunel 
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Prototypes -

In this section of my development and design I will showcase 
examples/pictures of prototypes I will and have completed in 3DS Max 
in preparation
for the making
of the final
artefact.

Prototype 1 - Shelf

This is a prototype model of the
shelf in my Isambard room. This model 
has been made just to show how and 
what the basic elements will look like.
I will do a few more prototypes in this 
section to show basic pieces of my 
artefact before the main modelling 
starts.

Picture reference for model
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Prototypes Continued -

Prototype 2 - Shower

This is a prototype model of the
shower in my Isambard room bathroom. 
This model has been made just to 
show how and what the basic elements 
will look like. I have not applied any 
textures yet, the reason for this is 
because I have not got a high enough 
quality texture yet to apply.

Picture reference for model
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Prototypes Continued -

Prototype 3 - Chair

This is a prototype model of the
chair in my Isambard room. This model 
has been made just to show how and 
what the basic elements will look like. I 
have not applied any textures yet, the 
reason for this is because I have not 
got a high enough quality texture yet to 
apply.

Picture reference for model
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Prototypes Continued -

Prototype 4 - Cooker

This is a prototype model of the
cooker in my Isambard flat. Again this 
model has been made just to show how 
and what the basic elements will look 
like. I have not applied any textures yet, 
the reason for this is because I have not 
got a high enough quality texture yet to 
apply.

Picture reference for model
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Evaluation of Development & Design - 

I have discovered many things in the development & design section of 
my project.

The first aspect I discovered was that I had come up with various good 
concepts for my artefact. It was hard to choose in the end, but I had to 
weigh up the positives and negatives and eventually chose to run with 
the Isambard room/toilet/kitchen concept.

The second aspect I discovered was the fact that I have best materials 
and environment for what I am trying to do. I have instant access to all 
the desired rooms/flats in the Isambard block that I want to model and 
integrate into my artefact.

Another one of the many aspects discovered is that I now know I 
have the skills to complete the artefact to a very high quality, this was 
discovered through the making of the prototypes.

Character Development -

After careful consideration, I have decided not to have a character in 
my final artefact. I did the initial development but I felt that a character 
did not add significant value to my artefact.
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Introduction To Section - 

In this section of my project I will be showcasing the making of my 
artefact. This will include the process of modelling, texturing and 
rendering my 3D visualisation. I will show this by displaying pictures of 
the different stages of the making process, including the modelling of 
each of the objects.

I will then also show each object after I have textured them and then 
again at the end when all the pieces of the artefact are brought together 
into one single piece.

Other things that I will include will be the problems I had throughout the 
making process and how I overcame them. These could be things like 
a problem modelling a specific complicated object a problem rendering 
a scene.

Also I hope to include useful techniques that I used throughout the 
design process. This will include things like a tool I found, that made 
making objects easier or even an option in the programs I plan to use 
that made the design process run smoother.

Another thing included will be the sketches and measurements of some 
of the objects I took to help me model each piece of the artefact. These 
will only be scruffy sketches from a my notepad but I feel these will give 
the design process more credibility as it will basically show my thought 
process throughout designing my artefact.

Also at the end of the design process I will have a brief evaluation, 
going back and looking at how the process and artefact evolved over 
the time scale I set out at the beginning of the project and section.

Brunel 
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These are some of the sketches I
drew of the objects I modelled. I 
measured in metres and centimetres 
as this was the easiest to convert into 
3DS Max. These were used along side
the blueprints I had received from the 
Isambard residences office, which are
in the research section of the project.

Left - Set of drawers in the room
Right - Bed in room, including mattress
Below Left - Desk and drawers in room
Below Right - Shelving in room.

Model Sketches -
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Model Sketches Continued -

This is the continuation of the model drawings I did.
Below Left - Wardrobe included in my Isambard room
Below Middle - The main window, curtain and curtain rail in my Isambard room
Bottom Right - Measurements of the radiator and the light switch
Right - The power plugs and the plastic housing for the plugs in my Isambard room

Brunel 
UNIVERSITY
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Model Sketches Continued -

This is the continuation of the model drawings I did.
Below Left - This is the sketch of the first part of the kitchen. Included are the measurements for the 
table, chair and overall kitchen measurements. These include worktops and general structural layout.
Below Middle - Second part of the kitchen measurements, including lower cupboard and upper 
cupboard measurements. Also included are the lights and the second window. 
Right - This is the measurement sketch I did for the corridor, including the lights and all the details of 
each door.
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Modelled Renders -

Over the next few pages I will be displaying my objects,
after they were modelled, but before they had any 
textures or materials applied to them. 

Below is a picture of all the objects in the room 
displayed together.

Top & bottom left are the bed, which I modelled from
my Isambard room. 

Top & bottom right is the chair that I modelled from my
Isambard room. All these models are perfectly to scale 
and I feel are very good and accurate representations 
of the real world objects. 
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Modelled Renders Continued -

Top & bottom left - Set of drawers modelled from
measurements taken from the real world object in 
my Isambard room.

Top right - The long light above the desk in my 
Isambard room.

Bottom right - The other light in my Isambard room,
modelled to the real world size.

Again I feel these objects represent the real world
objects very well and hope when textured will look 
a lot like their real world counterparts.
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Modelled Renders Continued -

Top & bottom left - The modelled desk from my
Isambard room. Although a simple shape, I feel that
it is a very accurate representation of the real world
object.

Top right - This is the modelled notice board from my
Isambard room. A simple plane and four chamfered
boxes make up this fairly simple object.

Bottom right - The light switch not only from my room
but from the corridor and kitchen. Simple chamfered 
box with booleaned holes. The screws are spheres
but with two box shapes booleaned out to make the 
threads. Brunel 

UNIVERSITY
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Modelled Renders Continued -

Below - Full view of the housing and power plugs. 
Including three double power plugs, TV aerial socket
and internet adapter plug.

Left top - One of the double power plugs I modelled.
Again a simple chamfered box, with booleaned boxes
for the plug holes. The screws again are the same as
the ones on the light switch.

Left bottom - The TV aerial plug, another chamfered
box with the same screws as the power plugs and light
switches. Simple circles and a cylinder make up the 
actual aerial components.

Right top and bottom - The radiator from my room that
I modelled. Converted a box to an editable poly and 
inset the front, top and bottom polygons to give the
perception that the radiator has the required grills. 
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Modelled Renders Continued -

Below - Shelving from my Isambard room, simple boxes
put together to make it.

Top & bottom left - The wall structure of the room, and 
the toilet. Includes the door frames and the booleaned
window.

Top right - Wardrobe from my room, again simple boxes
and for the handles line splines extruded to get the 
desired width.

Bottom right - Window from my room, including the 
window sill and curtain rail. The curtains are simple
planes, with mesh select, noise and wave modifiers
applied.

Brunel 
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Modelled Renders Continued -

Corridor -

Top & bottom left - These are renders of the corridor I
made. Included are the two different types of door, 
lights, notice board and window at the far end in the top 
picture. Simple boxes make up the floors, ceilings and 
walls.

Top right - Single room door, modelled with the door 
handle, fire door sign, room number plate and peep 
hole. Again modelled from simple boxes, cylinders, 
splines. Most of the objects converted to editable polys
so could be modified in shape, size and depth. 

Bottom right - Double toilet maintenance door. Very
similar to the to the single door, with the fire door sign
but slightly wider frame and two door openings. Also
different are the handles, these are tubes with 
booleaned cylinders to make the holes.
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Modelled Renders Continued -

Kitchen -
Top left - Chair I have modelled from the measurements
taken and the blueprints. Box bent with the bend modifier
and the legs are line splines with a modified width.

Bottom left -  Cooker, similar to the one in the D & D 
section of the project with minor changes to the dials and
the hobs on top.

Top right - The light from the kitchen, three simple 
cylinders with two simple box hinges.

Bottom right - Kitchen table, made up of boxes of 
varying widths, depths and sizes.

Below - The kitchen structure with all the cupboards and
work tops. Boxes with simple modification like 
chamfering used for this.

Brunel 
UNIVERSITY
WEST LONDON

Modelling The Sink - 

With help from a tutorial on the internet I 
successfully modelled the sink for my kitchen.

(17) Source - http://www.enjoycg.com/mambocms/video_tutorials/dp/making_a_sink.pdf
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Modelled Renders Continued -

Bathroom -

Left - These are the modelled 
objects from the bathroom. They
include the shower, with the 
curtain, shower head and water
control handles. Also displayed
is the mirror, towel rack, light, sink,
toilet, shelves and shaver light.

Right - Same objects only from a 
different angle. The reason why
the bathroom walls are not 
displayed is because they were
built when I was modelling the
residential room.
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Planned Route For Video - 

This is the planned route that I hope to take
with the camera for my virtual tour.
I have decided to go with one camera for
the whole artefact and one continuous
clip so to really make the viewer feel they
are on a journey. Hopefully this will keep 
the viewer interested in carrying on 
watching the rest of the tour.

The journey starts on the left of the drawing
at the entrance to the flat. The tour will then
proceed to go into the bedroom, where 
the tour will pause and turn to get a 
maximum view. After this the viewer will be
taken into the bathroom, and after a quick
look and turn the viewer will exit the toilet.
Next the tour will proceed back out to the 
corridor and turn left and walk down to the
kitchen. The viewer will enter the kitchen
and walk around the table viewing 
everything, with also another pause & 
turn. After this the viewer will be taken 
back out into the corridor where the tour
will pause for a few moments. The tour will
finish with a final walk down the corridor
to the entrance/exit where it started.

This plan is only rough and so may have some slight
changes in the final artefact.

Brunel 
UNIVERSITY
WEST LONDON
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Textured Scenes - (5) (pg47-51)

Room -

These are three renders of the room I
modelled. There is no lighting enabled
because at this time I had not applied the 
lights but will apply them towards the 
end. In the pictures you can see all the 
different models with all their different 
textures applied. I am very happy at how
this room came out because even
without the lighting the scene looks
quite realistic.
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Textured Scenes - 

Bathroom -

Again three renders, but this time of the
bathroom and the objects in it. Included
are such objects as the toilet, sink, 
mirror and shower. The object I am most
happy with in this room is the shower,
because it had so many little 
complicated pieces. This included the 
shower curtain, shower base and the
controls for turning the shower on and
off.
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Textured Scenes - 

Corridor -

Three renders of the corridor, although
a fairly simple structure I feel it came
out very well. The best parts are the 
individual room doors, which I think
have a tremendous comparison to the
real doors. Little or no problems in 
modelling or texturing this section of the
walkthrough.
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Textured Scenes - 

Kitchen -

Overall out of all the rooms I modelled
and textured in my scene, the kitchen
is the one I am most happy with. This 
is because it looks like the real kitchen, 
from the measurements to the end 
textures after they were applied. These
three renders show all the different 
sections including the cookers, sinks,
cupboards and furniture.
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Textured Scenes With Lighting - (6) & (7)

These are my various rooms with the lighting applied. Each room has 
its own specific lights and settings, but I only used photometric free 
lights in my scene. Also there is the effect of the daylight system, which 
can be seen best in the kitchen picture. These renders are done at 
medium quality and with no bounces on the final gather so are only a 
representation of what the final lighting effects will be.
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Final Renders Against Real Life - 

These are the 
comparisons between
the photos I took when
I started and the renders
I came up with.

On the left is the photo
and the right is the 
render. As you can see
I have managed to 
realistically represent
both photos very well.

Also as a student 
wanting to come to
Brunel University, I
would rather prefer
seeing the renders
because in a photo
you have mess and 
things people do not
want to see.

Brunel 
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Final Renders Against Real Life Continued - 

The same here, these
are the corridor and the
kitchen. I again feel I 
have done a fantastic
job of recreating the 
Isambard flat.

Going back to my
previous point I would
prefer walking around
my artefact because 
I think it offers a cleaner
and more aesthetically
pleasing view of the
flat.

These renders could 
also be used as promo
material for a marketing
campaign as they are
high resolution. Maybe
on posters or billboards.
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2 - Edit Poly Technique & Others (2)

This technique when
selected from the modifier
list allowed me edit an 
object anyway I pleased.
This included moving, 
copying and resizing edges,
vertices, polygons and
borders (See far right red
box for the options). This
allowed for a level of 
customisation and being 
able to make the objects
very realistic (See 1st red
box on the right). Also other
options became available
when the edit poly modifier
was added. These are
shown in the in the lower
far red box, these include
extrude, chamfer, bevel and others. The one I found most
useful was the chamfer tool, (3) which when applied took a 
box and on the edge selected curved the corner, to give a 
soft edge. You can see this in the picture below of one of the 
kitchen work tops and sink. To get them more like their real world objects I 
chamfered the edges so they were rounded and this was the perfect tool for 
the job.

Useful Tools & Techniques - 

1 - UVW Mapping (1)

This technique was very useful when I was 
texturing my objects and scene. With normal
mapping you can not customise how the texture
is displayed onto the object. Meaning that the 
way max put the material on the object you had
to stick with it. The UVW mapping technique
solved this problem, added from the modifier list
it allowed me to change how the material was
mapped onto the object (See picture on the right
with the red box around it, these are the options
UVW mapping added). Depending on what 
the object was you could tell max to apply the
texture in a box shape or many other options. As
well I had control on how big the texture was on
the object and also how many times it was tiled
across the object. This helped as you can see 
in the first picture because it meant I could tile
the tiles across the shower wall to what they 
were like in real life. I will describe later a technique also involved in 
making these tiled surfaces look more real. 
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original texture and the one to its right is the seamless texture produced by 
Photoshop. After applying the filter I had to clone stamp the cross bit in the 
middle as Photoshop does not produce a perfect seamless texture. I used 
this technique a lot as I had lots of tiling, carpeting and wood cupboards that 
needed one texture to be tiles over and over on one surface. The process of 
applying the offset filter is the picture to the left hand side.

4 - Copy one or copy lots

This technique although very simple I feel it needs a mention, 3ds max 
allows you to copy an object you have already 
made unlimited times. Also the options to copy 
are very helpful (see picture to the right). These
options allowed the copy to be completely 
independent of the original, take some of the same
properties as the original or take all of the 
properties of the original. This was very useful as I
had lots of objects that would be exactly the same
like for instance the doors in the corridor or the 
doors on the kitchen cupboards.

5 - Boxes, boxes and more boxes

The simplest of the simple, throughout the whole of the scene building I must 
of used hundreds of boxes. Although simple and standard I feel this was the 
most useful technique. Simple but very effective.

Useful Tools & Techniques - 

3 - Seamless Textures - (8) & (18)

                                                                           To make seamless textures for 
                                                                           use with the UVW mapping   
                                                                           technique I took the original 
                                                                           texture into Photoshop, 
                                                                           cropped it then applied the 
                                                                           offset filter. This meant the 
                                                                           texture would be cut up into 
                                                                           fours pieces and flipped to  
                                                                           match point in the middle. The
                                                                           texture on the far left is the  
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Problem 3 - Camera (4)
When I added a free camera into my finished 3ds max scene, the camera 
I wanted to follow a line I had drawn. This was done successfully but 
unfortunately the camera did not move the speed I wanted it to, at certain 
points. Like for instance I wanted the camera to slow down as it moved into 
the bathroom but the speed was wrong.

Solution
I decided to approach this a number of ways. I thought that I could do some 
research on the internet and maybe find a tutorial that explains the change 
of speed variations. I did this and it helped a little, the next option was to 
experiment with the track view, curve editor in 3ds max and apply ease 
curves. Again this helped mildy, but the most important option was to go and 
speak to my personal tutor and 3D module teacher, who guided me through 
the procedures and techniques, these were to switch to a target camera, 
which is and was more customisable.

Problem 4 - Rendering
The length of my 3D scene troubled my computer because my laptop, 
although very top of the range with 4GB of ram and other high end 
components took a long time to render any of my scene when made into a 
animation.

Solution
My initial solution was to render the whole animation on my friends top 
of the range computer, unfortunately he couldn’t uphold his promise so I 
had to start to render my animations in Targa files in the Micheal Sterling 
building. This took me a week but unfortunately the set of 7 computers I used 
rendered each segment with different lighting settings. This meant I had 
to render a smaller resolution full animation on one computer. Although a 
stressful problem I found a way around it in the end.

Problems & How I Solved Them - 

Problem 1 - Idea Generation
Although a more general point about the whole project I feel I should 
include this in this section. At the start when I was trying to come up 
with ideas for a project I had trouble finding a decent enough idea, 
which I could implement with a high level of success.

Solution - I decided to complete a brainstorm of all the things I was 
interested in, this can be seen in the research part of the project. It 
didn’t matter if the things I put on the page were completely irrelevant 
to my work I put them in. This helped me see all the things I like and 
would maybe be interested in doing something for the project. I came to 
the conclusion I would like to do a 3D project about Brunel University.

Problem 2 - Corrupt File
The unthinkable happened, after modelling the whole bedroom and all 
the objects in it I tried to open the 3ds max file and it came up with the 
message “3ds max could not be opened”. At this point I nearly jumped 
out of my window because I thought 3 days of work had gone down the 
drain.

Solution - Fortunately though 3ds max has the back up feature, and 
this saved me. I searched and found the back up file max had saved 
and re-opened it and luckily the stage max had saved it at was exactly 
the stage I had go to and I lost no work. I was very happy.
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Brief Evaluation Of Section - 

At the start of this section I was fairly apprehensive because of the 
complexity of what I was trying to build. This apprehension soon 
receded as I started thinking about what I had to do in a more linear/
list fashion. I knew that I had perfect blueprints of what I was to design, 
and the place I was modelling was where I was living, so I had perfect 
access in case I didn’t have a specific measurement. I used the 
blueprints and extra measurements to begin modelling.

First I modelled each room in individual files, then textured them all 
individually. As described in the problems section, I had little or no 
problems with these stages. After texturing all the rooms I merged all 
the individual files into one file so I could move onto the animation 
stage of the build. Although not without its problems the texturing stage 
threw up one. This problem was that I could not produce an original 
realistic material for the metal in my scene. The solution was to use the 
pro material, metal from the mental ray renderer. Luckily I was informed 
by my tutor that I was allowed to use this but only sparingly and the 
problem was solved.

The rendering part of the section threw up some problems, as 
described in the problem section. These were stressful problems, but 
eventually I found a way around the problem. My artefact had to be 
rendered in a smaller resolution but still showed the hard work I had 
done on the modelling and texturing. Also the smaller resolution means 
it could be easier to implement on something like a web site.

Overall this part of my project ran fairly smoothly, with little or no 
problems. I am very happy with the final outcome, and in fact the final 
artefact came out better than I had expected before I started building it.
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Testing -

Questionnaires - 

Question 1 - Do you think I have managed to realistically represent the 
Isambard flat in my 3D artefact?

Definitely      In part       Not At All    

Question 2 - Do you like the way I have presented my 3D visualisation 
of the Isambard flat?

Definitely      In part       Not At All      Please state which parts ...............

Question 3 - Do you think that a prospective student watching this, 
could see Brunel University as an easier choice to study at?

Definitely      In part       Not At All 

Question 4 - Do you think that other facilities on campus could benefit 
from such a virtual representation?

Definitely      In part       Not At All        If yes please state .......................

Question 5 - Do you think that the artefact has enough potential to be 
part of the Brunel University marketing material?

Definitely      In part       Not At All     

Question 6 - Would you add something to the project to enhance it?

Definitely      In part       Not At All        If yes please state .......................

Evaluation Of Testing -

I surveyed 20 people for my testing, below is the analysis of the 
surveys completed.
 
Regarding question 1, I received 18 definites, 2 in part and 0 not at 
all`s.This shows from the survey that I have successfully represented 
the realistic environment that I was aiming for.
 Question 2, again I received a high number of definites, 17 and for 
in part I received 3 and lastly none for not at all. The high percentage 
shows I was successful in my aim. Some of the comments, which 
were made were “realistic and to scale structure”, also “I liked the 
walkthrough element of the artefact”. 
 Question 3, I received 15 definites, 4 in part and 1 not at all. Showing a 
very high potential to welcome prospective students to the University.
 Question 4, I received 16 definites, 4 in part and 0 not at all. Again 
showing a very open and successful result. Some of the suggestions 
made were the “student union”, “library”, “other halls” or the “lecture 
centre”. Of course if this was a industrial sized project I could of done 
these as well.
 Question 5, was regarding the potential of my artefact to be used 
in the Brunel Universities marketing material. I got a very positive 
response with 17 definites, 3 in part and 0 not at all. Again showing 
the high potential of approaching the University with my artefact and 
offering it to them.
 Question 6, this was regarding how the surveyed people would 
enhance my project. With 0 definites, 6 in part and 14 not at alls, it was 
a positive response that I had covered all the areas that I wanted to 
do when I started the project. Some suggestions were “do the whole 
Isambard block”, or “do the other residences”. Again like question 4, if 
more time was available I could of looked at and completed some of 
these requests.
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Project Evaluation -

Introduction -

At the start of my project I looked through the project handbook ,and 
found the guidelines for the way the documentation and artefact should 
be structured. From this I decided to break my project down into 5 
main sections. These sections were research, development & design, 
making of & artefact, testing and evaluation. I felt these sections would 
cover all the points required for a good project structure.
I will go through each section quite thoroughly and evaluate how 
I felt the work went, how did certain things change the direction of 
my project, and if I was to do it again in the future what I would do 
differently.

Generation Of Ideas -

Before I started on my project structure I had to come up with some 
ideas as to what I was going to do my project on. This was initially 
very hard as I was under tremendous pressure to come up with a 
feasible proposal to submit. There were days at the start when I could 
not come up with anything even worth writing down on paper. I then 
had a brainwave, a real light bulb moment. I decided to complete a 
brainstorm/mind map of everything and anything I was interested in. 
From writing about my interests in sports, computer gaming or any 
other hobby I had, I came up with the idea of making something to do 
with Brunel University in 3D. From this point I then moved onto the 
research section of my project.

Research -

After I had come up with the idea of using Brunel University for a 3D 
based project, I had to see if there was a strong enough problem or 
hole in the market for me to explore for a final year project. Luckily 
the problem, I found easily and quickly, this problem was that Brunel 
University was not catering for prospective undergraduate students in 
terms of showing them what the university was like before they arrived 
or chose a specific university. 
 Although there is a few facilities offered like for instance a 360 degree 
panorama of one of the rooms and a small virtual tour of some of 
the campus. I felt to get more interest in the university they needed 
something more to entice them.
 This is where my idea came in to offer those students a 3D 
visualisation of a segment of something on campus. I felt if I offered 
an experience with movement, depth and got the user involved, they 
would be more likely to choose Brunel University. They would of 
seen this as modern, ground breaking and been impressed with the 
university.
 After this stage I had to decide my aims and objectives for the project. 
Some of these were to offer the user an easily watch able and realistic 
representation of the university. Another was to show the university in 
a good and positive manner to encourage undergraduate admissions. 
Another important aim was when I had finished the artefact, I would of 
liked to approach the University itself and offered them my project to 
see if they could use it in a real world situation. 
 Although I had a number of ideas including a 3D tour of the main 
campus, I had an idea, which I thought was stronger than the others. 
This was to build a 3D visualisation tour of one of the campus 
residences, more specifically the new Isambard complex, where I was 
living for my final year.
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Research Continued - 

I then started working towards this idea, but kept the others open 
in case from my research I found out that my solution/idea was not 
plausible. 
 I came up with questionnaires and research sections, which would 
answer my questions and concerns. From the questionnaires I found 
that there was a big need for the solution I came up with. With a 9/10 
ratio of positive responses, I then knew that my idea was very plausible 
and needed. This was a very important part of my research, because 
if I had more negative responses than positives, I would have had to 
change or adapt my idea to something different. This didn’t have a big 
effect on my project, it just reinforced that this was the right path to 
follow in my project.
 But by far the most important piece of research I did was to approach 
the Isambard Complex residence managers. This was to try and get 
all the blueprints of the Isambard halls with all the measurements I 
needed to build my artefact. I received these quickly and the managers 
co-operated with me very much, and I planned to use these later when 
building my artefact. If I did not have these in my possession when 
building my artefact, then I would of had to measure the whole flat or 
guess at the measurements. As I planned to do a perfect scale model 
of the flat these were a very important part of my research. The other 
sections of research I completed were things like current incarnations 
of my idea, already in existence, showing that my idea was practically 
possible. Also my experience with the programs I was going to use like 
3DS Max.
 Although I did a lot of research and found out a lot, it did not really 
change the direction of my project to much, and I put that down to the 
strength of my initial idea.

Development & Design -

Next up was the development & design section of my project. This 
involved taking what I had learnt in my research section into concepts 
and ideas for my project. First of all I decided the aims of this section, 
these were things like, take my previous ideas and solidify them into 
proper concepts. Also to develop these concepts further and show how 
they could be made into an artefact.
 At first I took the two ideas I described in my research and decided 
to take one and develop it further. The idea I chose was the Isambard 
flat 3D visualisation, and then I started to develop and design this. The 
reason I chose this idea was because I thought it had the most depth 
and also had an actual purpose.
 The next stage was to draw up storyboards of my projected idea to 
represent the look I was aiming for. This was an important part of the 
section because this was the first point where I took my idea from a 
concept in my head, to a visual representation idea on paper. If I had 
got this wrong then my whole project could of gone off in a completely 
different direction.
 After getting my idea down on paper and becoming happy with it, 
I knew I had to build some depth into my idea. I did this by coming 
up with the idea of having a character in my artefact. This character 
would help and guide the user through the visualisation, much like the 
infamous paperclip in Microsoft Word. To enter the Isambard halls you 
need a swipe card, on this card is the company name SALTO. I tried 
to incorporate the card and this word into my character (see character 
development in development & design section). I was however unsure 
whether to implement this because as described earlier, the paperclip 
in Microsoft Word tended to get annoyed with this helper. They pop-
up when you don’t want or need them, and can make the users 
experience worse. I did not have to decide whether to use this option 
until I had to start building my artefact, so I kept it open. 
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Development & Design Continued -

Also for my development & design I thought it was important to build 
and show some prototypes of some of the objects I would be building 
into my scene (see prototypes in d & d section). These were objects 
such as the shower from the bathroom or the chair from the bedroom. 
The prototypes I made were very simple initial models of the objects, 
with no textures applied or small details. These prototypes gave me a 
representation of how my artefact would look nearer its completion. I 
thought that these prototypes were very important because it showed 
myself that I had not only the basic skills, but the adequate skills to 
hopefully complete my artefact to a very high standard.
 At the end of this stage I went back to the decision about the character, 
and decided not to include it in my project. There were many reasons 
for this but the main one was that I felt it would tke the users enjoyment 
of using my artefact down, as this character popping up all the time 
would be an annoyance. After this stage I moved onto building and 
documenting my artefact.

Making Of & Artefact - 

The evaluation of this section will not be a technical evaluation, but a 
more general overview of how the section went. The reason for this is 
because the technical evaluation is at the end and during the section 
itself. Although it will be more general there will be technical points 
looked at as well, but in a more brief fashion.
 To start off, which I think was a very instrumental part of the process. I 
broke the whole making process down into individual sections. These 
sections were, modelling, texturing, lighting and rendering. I decided I 
wouldn’t start the next section until for example I had modelled the

bedroom, bathroom, corridor and kitchen. Only then could I move on 
the texturing of each part of my scene. This plan helped tremendously 
because if I had not broken it down into these parts, and also not been 
so punctual and disciplined, it would of taken a lot longer to complete 
the various scene parts.
 Going through the sections now and looking back on them, I feel there 
are points which were very important and some less so. One of the 
points I feel was one of the most important was that from beginning to 
the end I took screenshots of my progress. This included the simple 
models of each room and object, with no textures applied to them. 
Then next shown were the models all together in their individual rooms. 
After that the rooms and objects with all their textures applied, then 
the next stage showing all the individual rooms being brought together 
and shown with their lighting applied. After the lighting was applied the 
scene was finished and this sequence of pictures showed the clear, 
visible and linear progression of my artefact building from start to finish.
 Another important part of this section were the measurement sketches, 
I completed (see start of section). I used these in conjunction with the 
blueprints I had acquired in my research from the Isambard residence 
managers. These helped a lot because my aim was to build a perfect 
scale model of the Isambard flat and both these offered me everything I 
needed, to do that. 
 Another very important point about my progression were the useful 
tools & techniques I picked up throughout the process. One of the most 
useful techniques I picked up was how to create seamless textures to 
apply to the objects in my scene. This meant instead of stretching one 
picture/texture over a large surface, and making it look pixelated, the 
same seamless texture could be tiled unlimited times across the object. 
This in turn meant the tiled texture had no visible edges, which the user 
would notice and make the scene look less realistic. This process was 
done by taking the original texture into Photoshop and applying the 
offset filter. This filter cut the picture into four pieces, flipped each piece
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Making Of & Artefact Continued - 

around and a simple clone stamp tool used manually hid the remaining 
seams. This was a very useful technique as it was used a lot in the 
tiling, floors, and carpets in my scene and gave a very realistic look.
 Another important tool was UVW mapping, this when applied to the 
texture on an object gave advanced options. These advanced options 
changed the way the texture was mapped onto the object. This gave 
huge customisation options and therefore higher quality and realistic 
textures. This was important because this technique was used on 
practically every object in my scene.
 In terms of problems in this stage these were described in the `making 
of & artefact` sections. The building of the artefact ran fairly smoothly, 
with only a few minor problems like the corrupt file or the camera 
problems.
 In terms of a technical evaluation the whole process of the build went 
smoothly, taking two months to completely build my artefact. This I 
put down to my planning and organisational skills, which I meant I 
completed the build in the time I allocated.
 Looking back now, there is not much I would of done differently if I had 
to build my artefact again. Only small things like back up my main files 
more frequently and decrease the risk of losing my work, but the actual 
build had few problems with tools and time periods so I feel happy 
about the way I completed it.

Testing -

Overall I got a very positive response in my testing of my artefact, on 
most if not all I got over 85% of positive answers. 

From the testing I learnt that in most to all areas I had completed the 
project very successfully, with a very high quality end product.

I also learnt that there is a very high potential for products like this, 
not only for Brunel University itself, but in the big wide world. From 
universities to housing designers, a tool or product like this could 
be used to sell/encourage people to come to the university or buy a 
product.
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Final Evaluation Of Project -

Its been a long and hard 7 and a half months, but I have come successfully to the of this project. At times I have just 
wanted to jump out of the window and others jump for joy. It was a very enjoyable experience (I wouldn`t think twice 
about doing it again), I have also learnt a huge array of skills, which I can use and take into my prospective career. 
 Another positive point I can take from my project is that I kept to the time scale (see research) that I set out at the 
start, showing a very good grasp of organisational skills.
 The reason why I am so happy with this project is because how my final artefact came out. At the start I thought I 
could make a fairly decent representation of the Isambard flat, but what came out at the end by far exceeding my 
expectations. 
 Furthermore it makes me feel better knowing that something I had made could be possibly used by the university 
increase admissions/demand. In conclusion this project is a culmination of my whole educational life, from preschool 
to university. This has to be the best I have done so not to waste my previous years in education. Overall this project 
very positive and I am proud not only to have my name on it but Brunel Universities`.
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